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are covered in footnotes.in certain but not in all cases~ 
Some totals are given in footnotes because the figures 
are believed to be inaccurate, as in the case of certain 
large language groups previously discussed. The 
principal language ·groups mentioned in foOtnotes 
(see Table 1), are the Icelandic, 5,105; the Breton, 
3,925; the Friulian, 2;775; the Little Russian, 2,464; 
and the Lappish, 2,380. The others, with less than 
1,000 each, are the Basque, the Persian, the Romansh, 
the W endish, the Manx, the Herzegovinian, the Bos
nian, the Gypsy, the Esthonian, the Georgian, and the 
Kurdish. 

The large number (see Table 1) tabulated with 
respect to mother tongue as "Slavic, not specified" 
requires explanation. It is not a group representing 
languages which are omitted elsewhere in the Slavic 
list but, with the exception of the Wendish, is com
posed mainly of those who were reported, contrary 
to the instructions given to the enumerators, as 11 Slav," 
"Slavic;" "Slavish," or "Slavonian." Among them 
are no doubt many who should have been reported as 
Slovak or Slovenian. These two languages are also 
sometimes confused in the returns with each other 
and must be allowed to have a larger margin of error 
than perhaps any other in; the regular classification. 

The subdivisions of the Serbo-Croatian are not, prop
erlyspeaking,languagegroups, but correspond in reality 
to certain divisions of the Serbo-Croatian population 
which arise from political and religious differences. 
The Ser~o-Oroatian total (see Table 1) is consequently 
much more trustworthy than the numbers given for 
the respective subdivisions, which are often confused 
one with another. To facilitate comparison with im
migration statistics, the Dalmatian and the Monte
negrin are given separately in several of the mother
tongue tables, while the smaller numbers reported 
for the Bosnian and the Herzegovinian appear only in 
footnotes. The two latter are generally counted in 
Europe as belonging for the most part to the Servian 
subdivision, although many Bosnians have no doubt 
reported their mother tongue to be Croatian; Finally, 
the Dalmatian may properly be considered for the 
most part as Croatian, and the Montenegrin as Servian. 

UNITED STATES AS A WHOLE. 

General classification by mother tongue.-Table 1 
presents for 1910 the numbers reporting each mother 
tongue in the white population of foreign stock, which 
comprises, as already explained, those either of foreign 
birth· or of foreign or mixed parentage. 

It must be remembered that ·the foreign stock as 
here defined includes only immigrants and the.<native 
children of· immigrants. The statistics therefore do 
not indicate the relative importance of the several 
ethnic stocks in our total .population. The complete· 
German. stock, .for instance, would include all the liv
ing descendants of German immigrants-their grand:.. · 
children:and .great-grandchildren-as well as the :first 
and second generations which are given here. 
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Table 1 . 
MOTIIER TONGUE. 

Total Percent for&lgn white distribu· stock: ti on. 11110 

All mother tongues ............................. . 32, 243, 882 100,0 

English and Celtic i .................................... . 10,037,420 31.l 

9, 187,007 28.5 
s, 817, 271 27.3 

324,930 1. 0 
44,806 0.1 

Germanic ............ -··-····- ......••.•••••••••..•..•.. 
German ............................................ . 
Dutch and Frisian ....... · ..... ~ .................... . 
Flemish ..........•.. : ....... : ...................... . 

2, 902, 196 9.0 
1,445,869 4.5 
1,009,854 '<U 

446,473 .1.4 

ScandillavJan .......................................... . 
Swedish ............................................. . 

jj~~isWl~~::: :: : :: : :: :::: :::: :: : : : : : : : ::::::::::: ::: 
4,279,560 13. 3 
2,151,422 6.7 
1,357,169 4.2 

448, 198 1.4 
141,268 0.4 
51, 124 0.2 

130,379 0.4 

Latin and Greek ............... _ ............ _ .......... . 
Italian• .......... -- ........ --·· ..... -... - •.•...•••.. 
French'· ... _ •. _ .•......•.•••........•...•.•.••..••. 
Spanish'··--······--· .................... · .......... . 

~~~~;:,~~~~'ii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Greek .............................................. . 

3, 240,467 iO.l 
1, 707, 640 5.3 

539,392 l. 7' 
284,444 0.9 
05, 137 0.3 
35, 359 0.1 

183,431 O.G 
129,254 0.4 
03, 030 o. 3 
5,50/j (!) 0.1 26, 751! 
3, 961 (l) 0.1 19, 380 

35, 195 0.1 
211, 235 0.7 

Slavic and Lottie .......... ; .......... - ..... -.... -..... .. 
Polish ................ --····-····-··········· ...•••.. 
Bohemian and Moravian ........................ ; .. _ 
Slovak .......................................... : .. . 
Russian ........................................ : .. .. 
Ruthenian e ........................................ . 
Slovenian ............... : .................... ···---· 
Sor1Jo-Croatian .•••••........ --······-·-. _ ......... .. 

Croatian: .......... _._ ......................... . 
Dalmati11n .. - .••••......•... ; ........... :· .... -.. 
Servian • ......................... : ............. . 

Bu1:!"~~~~-0.".1°.i:1:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Slavic, not specified ~ ................ _ ......... _ .... . 
Lithuanian and Lettish ............................ . 

2, 283,688 7.1 
1, 676, 762 ' 5. 2 

320, 893 1. 0 
200, 688 0.6 

30, 021 0.1 
46, 727 0.1 
5, 441 

m 2,366· 
790 

Unclassified ........ ··--···· .. __ ........................ .. 
Yiddish and Hebrew .. · ................. ; ..... ·.~' ... . 

¥lli~;;,·,;:::: :: : : ::::::::: :: :: : : ::::::::::::: :: : :: :: 
Armenian .......................................... . 
Syrian and Arabic ................................ .. 
Turkish ...••...•.•••••••..•...... ·······---- ... · ..••• 
Albanian ......................... · .................. . 
All othern __ ....................................... . 

Unknown ............................................. .. 313,044 1.0 

1 Includes persoil!I reporting Irish, Scotch, or Welsh, and a small number 
(343) reporting Mame. . 

•Includes Icelandic (5 105). 
• In.cludos Romansh (408); Frlul!an (2,775). , 
•Includes Breton (31~25), · 
•Includes Basque (006). 
e Includes Little Russian (21464). 
1 Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent. 
•Includes Bosnian (209li Rerzogovininn (214). 
•In.eludes Wendish (3951. · · 

10 Includes Lappish (2,380); Esthonlan (153). 
11 Includes Persian (606); Gypsy (162); .Georgian (14); Kurdish (8). 

Perhaps the most interesting fact disclosed in these 
figures is the great numerical preponderance which is 
still held by the mother tongues of northwestern Eu
rope aS a whole, notwithstanding the high rank' nu
merically which has been gained by a few individual 
mother tongues from eastern and southern Europe
especially the Italian, Polish, and Yiddish, which 
stand third, fourth, and filth in rank. The English 
and Celtic group is the mpst largely represented in 
the foreign white stock of the United States. The 
number, 10,037,420, is considerably greater than that 
of German mother tongue, which was 8,817,271, or 
more than one-fourth (27.3 per.cent) of the total for
eign white stock of the United States, as reported 
in 1910. As mentioned above, Italian, Polish, and 
Yiddish come next in rank, but none of theni num
bers as much as one-fourth of the German. To these 
three mother tongues, intermediate in rank but con
siderable in numbers, may be added the Swedish/• 
French, and Norwegian,, all belonging to northwest
ern Europe except a porti011 of the French. No other · 
mother tongue than the 1 eight thus far enumerated 
represents as much as 2 per•cent of the total of tb.e1 




